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Behavioral/Cognitive
The Neural Dynamics of Attentional Selection in Natural
Scenes
X Daniel Kaiser, X Nikolaas N. Oosterhof, and X Marius V. Peelen
Center for Mind/Brain Sciences, University of Trento, 38068 Rovereto, Italy
The human visual system can only represent a small subset of the many objects present in cluttered scenes at any given time, such that
objects compete for representation. Despite these processing limitations, the detection of object categories in cluttered natural scenes is
remarkably rapid. How does the brain efficiently select goal-relevant objects from cluttered scenes? In the present study, we used
multivariate decoding of magneto-encephalography (MEG) data to track the neural representation of within-scene objects as a function
of top-down attentional set. Participants detected categorical targets (cars or people) in natural scenes. The presence of these categories
within a scene was decoded from MEG sensor patterns by training linear classifiers on differentiating cars and people in isolation and
testing these classifiers on scenes containing one of the two categories. The presence of a specific category in a scene could be reliably
decoded from MEG response patterns as early as 160 ms, despite substantial scene clutter and variation in the visual appearance of each
category. Strikingly, we find that these early categorical representations fully depend on the match between visual input and top-down
attentional set: only objects that matched the current attentional set were processed to the category level within the first 200 ms after scene
onset. A sensor-space searchlight analysis revealed that this early attention bias was localized to lateral occipitotemporal cortex, reflect-
ing top-down modulation of visual processing. These results show that attention quickly resolves competition between objects in clut-
tered natural scenes, allowing for the rapid neural representation of goal-relevant objects.
Key words: biased competition; category-based attention; MEG decoding; natural scene categorization; visual search
Introduction
Our daily-life visual environments, such as city streets and living
rooms, contain a multitude of objects. Out of this overwhelming
amount of sensory information, we must efficiently select those
objects that are relevant for current goals. Visual and attention
systems have developed and evolved to optimally perform real-
world tasks like these (Barlow, 1961; Felsen and Dan, 2005; Wolfe
et al., 2011), as demonstrated by the finding that human observ-
ers can rapidly detect the presence of familiar object categories in
natural scenes (Thorpe et al., 1996), even when concurrently per-
forming another attention-demanding task (Li et al., 2002). In
the present study, we used multivariate decoding of MEG data to
show that the rapid extraction of categorical information from
cluttered natural scenes is mediated by a highly efficient category-
based attention mechanism that biases the neural representation
of cluttered scenes in favor of the attended category within 200
ms after scene onset.
It has long been recognized that the visual system can only
represent a subset of the many objects present in cluttered scenes
at any given time, such that objects compete for representation
(Neisser, 1967; Treisman et al., 1983; Duncan, 1984). According
to the biased competition model of attention (Desimone and
Duncan, 1995), top-down attention acts to resolve this competi-
tion, biasing competitive interactions in favor of currently rele-
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Significance Statement
Efficient attentional selection is crucial in many everyday situations. For example, when driving a car, we need to quickly detect
obstacles, such as pedestrians crossing the street, while ignoring irrelevant objects. How can humans efficiently perform such
tasks, given the multitude of objects contained in real-world scenes? Here we used multivariate decoding of magnetoencepha-
logaphy data to characterize the neural underpinnings of attentional selection in natural scenes with high temporal precision. We
show that brain activity quickly tracks the presence of objects in scenes, but crucially only for those objects that were immediately
relevant for the participant. These results provide evidence for fast and efficient attentional selection that mediates the rapid
detection of goal-relevant objects in real-world environments.
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vant stimuli (targets) relative to currently irrelevant stimuli
(distracters). Previous EEG/MEG research has characterized the
temporal dynamics of attentional selection based on spatial loca-
tion (Mangun and Hillyard, 1991; Eimer, 1996; Crist et al., 2008),
simple features (Luck and Hillyard, 1994; Hopf et al., 2004;
Zhang and Luck, 2009), or objects in highly simplified and arti-
ficial displays (Downing et al., 2001; Furey et al., 2006; Baldauf
and Desimone, 2014). However, because these studies used sim-
ple stimuli or objects in isolation, it remains unclear how these
results apply to the selection of familiar objects in naturalistic
environments. For example, Zhang and Luck (2009) showed that
the time course of feature-based attention critically depends on
the complexity of the stimulus display. Given the many differ-
ences between artificial scenes and natural scenes, and between
features and categories, this finding illustrates that it is difficult to
generalize previous EEG/MEG findings to category-based atten-
tional selection in natural scenes. Recent fMRI studies have
started investigating attention in naturalistic stimuli, providing
evidence for category-based attentional modulation of scene pro-
cessing in high-level visual cortex (Peelen et al., 2009; Peelen and
Kastner, 2011; C¸ukur et al., 2013). However, because of the slow
temporal resolution of fMRI, these studies do not provide infor-
mation about the time course of category-based attentional se-
lection in natural scenes.
One possibility is that top-down category-based attention bi-
ases the initial processing of visual input at higher levels of the
visual system. This account predicts a difference between the
representation of attended and unattended object categories as
soon as visual processing reaches the categorical stage (150 –200
ms). Alternatively, the initial categorization of objects in scenes
may be automatic and largely unaffected by top-down attentional
set (Goddard et al., 2016; Groen et al., 2016). According to this
view, attention may act as a feedback mechanism, biasing pro-
cessing of task-relevant objects after categorization has taken
place. This account thus predicts that attended and unattended
object categories are initially represented similarly, with attention
effects arising later in time (250 ms) (Bansal et al., 2014).
In the present study, we used MEG decoding to track the
neural representation of objects naturally present in scenes as a
function of top-down attentional set. We provide evidence for
rapid (200 ms) category-level representations of within-scene
objects. Crucially, we find that these early categorical representa-
tions depend on the match between visual input and top-down
attentional set: only objects that matched the current attentional
set were processed to the category level within the first 200 ms
after scene onset. These results provide evidence for an early at-
tentional biasing mechanism that facilitates the rapid detection of
objects in cluttered scenes.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Forty-nine healthy adults (19 male; mean age 24.5 years, SD 
4.1 years) were recruited at the Center for Mind/Brain Sciences at the Uni-
versity of Trento. All participants gave informed consent, and all procedures
were approved by the ethical committee of the University of Trento and
performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. One participant
was excluded from all analyses because of technical problems, and another
one because of excessive movement during MEG recording.
Main experiment procedure. Participants performed a category search
task, where they had to indicate whether the target category (either cars
or people) was present in a briefly presented scene stimulus (see Fig. 1A).
The stimulus set was composed of natural scene photographs that could
include (one or multiple) exemplars of two categories: cars and people.
This led to four different scene types: scenes with cars, scenes with people,
scenes with cars and people, and scenes without any of the two categories.
For each of these four types, 40 unique stimuli were used; during the
experiment, each stimulus was presented once in its veridical version and
once mirrored horizontally, leading to a total of 80 stimuli per scene
category, and 320 stimuli in total. The scenes (13.5°  10.1° visual angle)
were back-projected onto a translucent screen in front of the participant
(110 cm viewing distance). Stimulus presentation was controlled using
the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) (RRID:SCR_002881).
The experiment consisted of a total of eight blocks of 80 trials each,
with the target category being constant within a block, and alternating
between cars and people across blocks. The target category in the first
block was counterbalanced across participants. The first four blocks con-
tained the 160 veridical stimuli, with each stimulus appearing once in the
car target block and once in the people target block; the second four
blocks contained the 160 mirrored versions of the stimuli. Thus, every
unique scene was shown once in every condition (i.e., the car or people
task). Trial order within blocks was randomized.
On every trial, a cue (a pink fixation cross, displayed for 800 ms)
indicated that the stimulus would come up shortly. Then a scene stimulus
was presented for 83 ms, immediately followed by a perceptual mask for
800 ms. After a randomly jittered intertrial interval (between 2200 and
3000 ms), the next trial started. Participants were instructed to indicate as
fast and as accurately as possible whether the target category was present
in the scene by pressing one of two response buttons (button assignment
was counterbalanced across participants). Participants detected the tar-
get presence or absence correctly in 86% of trials (SE  0.7%), with a
mean response time of 576 ms (SE  7.1 ms). Trials with incorrect
responses, no responses within the response window (i.e., until the start
of the next trial), and response times faster than 200 ms were excluded
from all MEG analyses.
Isolated object experiment procedure. To characterize response patterns
for cars and people in isolation, participants performed two blocks of an
additional experiment after completing the fourth run of the main ex-
periment. During each of these two blocks, participants viewed images of
cars and headless bodies centrally (8° approximate visual angle), with the
trial structure being identical to the main experiment (800 ms prestimu-
lus cue, 83 ms car/body stimulus, 800 ms mask, 2200 –3000 ms intertrial
interval; see Fig. 1E). Each block consisted of 80 trials (40 cars, 40 bodies;
randomly intermixed; see Fig. 1F for stimulus examples). Participants
were instructed to detect upside-down targets that occurred at eight
random times during every block; these trials were excluded from all
analyses.
MEG acquisition and preprocessing. Electromagnetic brain activity was
recorded using a 306-channel Elekta Neuromag System. Signals were
sampled continuously at 1000 Hz and bandpass filtered online between
0.1 and 300 Hz. Offline preprocessing was done using MATLAB (The
MathWorks; RRID:SCR_001622) and the fieldtrip analysis package
(Oostenveld et al., 2011) (RRID:SCR_004849). Data were concatenated
for all blocks of the main experiment and for both blocks of the Isolated
Object experiment, high-pass filtered at 1 Hz (to avoid temporal signal
blur, a one-pass minimum-phase FIR-filter with Kaiser window was
used), and epoched into trials ranging from 200 to 500 ms with respect
to stimulus onset. Based on visual inspection, trials containing eye blinks
and other movement-related artifacts were discarded from all analyses.
Similarly, sensors with consistently high noise levels were discarded. The
epoched data were then baseline-corrected from 200 ms to stimulus
onset, and downsampled to 100 Hz to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
of the multivariate classification analysis (Carlson et al., 2013).
MEG decoding analysis. All multivariate classification analyses were
performed using MATLAB (RRID:SCR_001622) and the CoSMoMVPA
analysis package (www.cosmomvpa.org) (Oosterhof et al., 2016; RRID:
SCR_014519). Classification was performed separately for every 10 ms
time bin. Only data from the magnetometers was used, as these sensors
offered more reliable overall classification performance both within the
Isolated Object experiment and the main experiment. Linear discrimi-
nant analysis (LDA) classifiers were trained to discriminate the patterns
across sensors for two conditions of interest in one subset of the data
(subset of trials), and subsequently tested on another, independent sub-
set of the data (disjoint subset of trials). For cross-validation analyses
within the Isolated Objects experiment and within the main experiment,
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the data were divided into two subsets of trials by randomly assigning
labels to the data, with the constraint of an equal amount of trials in every
subset; classifiers were then trained on one of these subsets and tested on
the other subset (data were averaged for both train/test directions). For
the cross-decoding analysis, classifiers were trained on all the trials of the
Isolated Objects experiment, and all trials of interest from the main ex-
periment were used as the testing set. To reduce trial-by-trial noise and
thus increase the reliability of the data supplied to the classifier, new,
“synthetic” trial data were created, which consisted of an average of five
independent trials: for every data subset and condition separately, five
trials were chosen randomly and averaged together, to generate a new
“synthetic” trial for classification; this procedure was repeated 100 times
(with the constraint that no original trial was used more than one time
more often than any other trial), so that for every condition and for both
the training and test sets, exactly 100 of these synthetic trials were avail-
able. Classification accuracy was assessed as the percentage of correct
predictions of the classifier. The classification procedure was repeated for
every possible combination of training and testing time, leading to a 50 
50 points (i.e., 500 ms  500 ms with 100 Hz resolution) classification
accuracy map for every comparison in every participant. Individual sub-
ject accuracy maps were smoothed with an averaging box filter spanning
3  3 time points (i.e., 30 ms in both training and testing time).
Cross-decoding and searchlight analyses. To test for attentional modu-
lation in the cross-decoding analysis, classification accuracy was com-
puted separately for target and distracter trials. To increase the sensitivity
of this analysis, time clusters of interest were selected from the overall
decoding accuracy maps (averaged across targets and distracters) by tak-
ing all points that led to significant above-chance overall decoding in
three time windows: from stimulus onset to 220 ms (“Early”), from 230
ms to 340 ms (“Mid”), and from 350 ms to 500 ms (“Late”; see Fig. 2A).
Decoding performance for targets and distracters was then calculated by
separately averaging classification accuracies for target and distracter
decoding for all time  time combinations belonging to a specific time
cluster; subsequently, one-tailed t tests of the target-distracter difference
against zero were performed (see Fig. 2C). To approximately assess
the spatial distribution of a target-distracter difference, a sensor-space
searchlight analysis within each of these three time clusters was per-
formed: the cross-classification analysis was repeated using sensor neigh-
borhoods of 20 sensors each. Each of these neighborhoods was
constructed by defining a sphere of 10 sensors in the left hemisphere that
was symmetrically mirrored to the right hemisphere; these two neighbor-
hoods were then collapsed, and the resulting searchlight map was dis-
played on one hemisphere (see Fig. 3A). For each neighborhood, a
separate analysis was performed for each time point in each one of the
three clusters, and results were averaged within each cluster to obtain the
searchlight topography for the respective cluster. Subsequently, attention
effects were quantified by comparing the topographies for target and
distracter decoding separately for each time cluster. Additionally, a
searchlight analysis without symmetry constraints was performed, where
spherical neighborhoods of 15 sensors each were used.
Statistical testing. To identify time-periods or sensors yielding above-
chance classification, we used a threshold-free cluster-estimation proce-
dure (Smith and Nichols, 2009) with default parameters, using multiple-
comparison correction based on a sign-permutation test (with null
distributions created from 10,000 bootstrapping iterations) as imple-
mented in CoSMoMVPA (Oosterhof et al., 2016). Statistical maps were
then thresholded at Z  1.64 (i.e., p  0.05, one-tailed) to reveal signif-
icant decoding performance. The topographical searchlight maps were
thresholded at Z  2.13 (i.e., p  0.017, one-tailed) to Bonferroni correct
for the three time clusters we tested for. Additionally, for all tests, uncor-
rected t values from conventional t tests are reported for the peaks of
decoding accuracy.
Results
Scene decoding
In a first analysis, we tested whether scenes containing cars and
scenes containing people (Fig. 1B, top row) evoke reliably differ-
ent MEG response patterns regardless of task. Linear classifiers
were trained to discriminate scenes containing cars versus scenes
containing people using a cross-validation approach (see Mate-
rials and Methods). This classification analysis was performed for
all combinations of training and testing time points within a time
window of 500 ms after stimulus onset and with a temporal res-
olution of 100 Hz, thus leading to a 50  50 time points matrix of
decoding accuracy (with chance level at 50%). Classifiers reliably
Figure 1. A, Main experiment procedure. Participants indicated as fast and accurately as possible whether the target category (cars or people, alternating every block of 5 min) was present in a
briefly presented natural scene (83 ms), which was followed by a perceptual mask (800 ms). B, Main experiment example stimuli. Natural scenes could contain people, cars, both categories, or
neither of the two categories. C, Time  time MEG decoding matrix showing decoding performance relative to chance for the discrimination between scenes containing cars and scenes containing
people, regardless of task. Black outline indicates clusters of above-chance decoding ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). D, Decoding accuracy along the diagonal of the cross-decoding
matrix for objects embedded in scenes. Shaded area represents SEM. Dots indicate time points of above-chance decoding performance ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). E, Isolated
Object experiment procedure. Participants viewed images of cars and headless bodies in isolation while reporting occasional upside-down targets. Timing of presentation was identical to that of the
main experiment. F, Isolated Object experiment example stimuli. G, Time  time MEG decoding matrix showing decoding performance relative to chance for the discrimination between cars and
people in isolation. Black outline indicates clusters of above-chance decoding ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). H, Decoding accuracy along the diagonal of the cross-decoding matrix
for isolated objects. Shaded area represents SEM. Dots indicate time points of above-chance decoding performance ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons).
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discriminated scenes containing cars and people between 80 and
500 ms (464 time points in total, peak t value t(46)  7.89; Fig. 1C),
with local maxima along the diagonal of the time  time matrix,
at 110, 210, and 350 ms (Fig. 1D).
Decoding category processing
The successful discrimination of car scenes and person scenes
shows that these scene types evoked reliably different sensor pat-
terns starting early in time. However, multiple aspects may have
contributed to this decoding in addition to the processing of
the cars and people. For example, the person and car scenes may
have systematically differed in terms of scene layout or the pres-
ence of category-associated objects (e.g., traffic signs in car
scenes). Therefore, to unequivocally reveal the time course of
object category processing in cluttered scenes, we next used a
cross-decoding approach, training classifiers on discriminating
cars and people presented in isolation (Fig. 1E) and testing these
classifiers on discriminating scenes containing cars or people. To
identify MEG response patterns to cars and people in isolation,
participants completed a separate Isolated Object experiment
(Fig. 1E), in which they viewed cars and people in isolation (Fig.
1F) while performing an orthogonal task (see Materials and
Methods). For this experiment, the two categories were reliably
discriminable between 60 and 500 ms after stimulus onset (397
time points in total, peak t value t(46)  35.3; Fig. 1G), with peak
classification accuracy at 200 ms (Fig. 1H), consistent with recent
MEG category decoding studies (Carlson et al., 2013; Cichy et al.,
2014). The finding that isolated objects could be decoded earlier
and with higher accuracy than objects embedded in scenes likely
reflects a cost of the visual complexity of the scenes and the di-
verse characteristics of the objects they contained (e.g., in loca-
tion, size, and viewpoint).
Interestingly, classifiers trained on discriminating isolated
cars and people were able to reliably discriminate scenes contain-
ing these categories. This effect was significant at three distinct
time points (Fig. 2A): an early time cluster from 180 to 220 ms (13
time points, peak t value t(46)  3.85), an intermediate time
cluster from 230 to 340 ms (72 time points, peak t value t(46) 
4.01), and a late time cluster from 350 to 500 ms (185 time points,
peak t value t(46)  4.52). These results demonstrate that MEG
response patterns as early as 180 ms after scene onset carry reli-
able category information about small and highly variable images
of cars and people embedded in cluttered natural scenes.
Attentional selection in natural scenes
Next, we moved to our main question regarding the temporal
dynamics of attentional selection in natural scenes: when does the
categorical representation of target objects differ from that of
distracter objects? To increase sensitivity in uncovering such at-
tentional modulations, we used a method frequently used in
fMRI studies (Poldrack, 2007): we defined regions of interest
(here: in time, i.e., time clusters of interest) based on the three
clusters identified in the overall decoding analysis (Fig. 2A), and
tested for target-distracter differences within these time clusters
of interest. Classifiers were again trained on data from the Iso-
lated Object experiment, but now two different test sets were
used: the test data either consisted of scenes where the contained
category was the target (i.e., car scenes in the car task and people
scenes in the people task) or scenes where the contained category
was a distracter (i.e., car scenes in the people task and people
scenes in the car task). Figure 2B shows the cross-classification
matrices for targets and distracters separately. To quantify the
target-distracter difference within the three time clusters of inter-
est, classification performance was then averaged for all time
points falling within each cluster. A time cluster  attention
ANOVA revealed higher decoding accuracy for targets than dis-
tracters (F(1,46)  6.73, p  0.013), which was similarly strong for
the three time clusters (interaction: F(2,92)  0.35, p  0.708).
Most importantly for addressing the competing hypotheses out-
lined in the Introduction, this attention effect was also observed
separately for the early time cluster (t(46)  2.31, p  0.013;
p  0.05, Bonferroni-corrected for three comparisons).
These results were confirmed by comparing the diagonals of
the target and distracter decoding matrices (Fig. 2D). This anal-
ysis revealed that the category of targets could be decoded as early
as 160 ms after stimulus onset (peak t value t(46)  4.98), whereas
Figure 2. Cross-decoding results. A, Classifiers trained on discriminating cars and people in isolation successfully discriminated cars and people when embedded in natural scenes in the main
experiment. Collapsed across targets and distracters, cross-classification was possible in three time clusters: between 180 and 220 ms (“Early”), between 230 and 340 ms (“Mid”), and between 350
and 500 ms (“Late”). Black outlines indicate clusters of above-chance decoding ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). B, Cross-decoding matrices for targets and distracters separately.
C, Mean decoding performance for targets and distracters in the three time clusters. D, Decoding accuracy along the diagonal of the cross-decoding matrices (B), separately for targets (red line) and
distracters (gray line; top). Directly comparing the decoding accuracy for targets and distracters revealed a significant difference between 180 and 210 ms (blue line; bottom). Shaded area represents
SEM. Dots indicate time points of above-chance decoding performance ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons).
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the decoding of the distracter category emerged much later, start-
ing at 290 ms (peak t value t(46)  3.46). The difference between
target and distracter decoding was significant between 180 and
210 ms (peak t value t(46)  3.08).
Searchlight analysis
To identify the peak location of this attentional enhancement in
sensor space, a multivariate searchlight analysis was conducted, anal-
ogous to the searchlight analysis developed for fMRI (Kriegeskorte et
al., 2006) (see Materials and Methods). For each time cluster sepa-
rately, category information for targets and distracters was com-
pared within local sensor neighborhoods. As category information is
partly contained in asymmetries between hemispheres (e.g., caused
by lateralized processing of the human body) (Willems et al., 2010),
searchlight neighborhoods were constructed in a mirror-symmetric
way that retained this information, thus resulting in mirror-
symmetric topographical maps (Fig. 3A). The comparison of topo-
graphical searchlight maps for target and distracter decoding
revealed a significant difference for the early time cluster (180–220
ms), again confirming the early attention effect obtained in the pre-
vious analyses. This attention effect was localized to the lateral oc-
cipitotemporal cortex (22 sensor locations in total, peak t value
t(46)  3.42; Fig. 3B). We additionally performed a searchlight anal-
ysis without symmetry constraints. This analysis similarly revealed
an early effect of attention and indicated a right-hemispheric later-
alization of the effect (10 sensor locations in total, peak t value
t(46)  4.69; Fig. 3B).
Discussion
To recover category-level neural processing from patterns of
MEG activity, we trained multivariate classifiers on discriminat-
ing cars and people in isolation (presented in a separate experi-
ment) and tested these classifiers on scenes containing either cars
or people. This cross-decoding approach allowed for tracking
category-level representations over time. Averaging across target
and distracter objects, we found that the category of within-scene
objects was represented as early as 180 ms after stimulus onset,
despite scene clutter and large variation in object features and
locations across scenes. Importantly, we find that this early cate-
gory representation depends on the behavioral relevance of a
category: MEG sensor patterns before 200 ms carried informa-
tion about the target category but not the distracter category.
Because the presented scenes were identical in the two condi-
tions, this effect must reflect a top-down bias toward the process-
ing of the task-relevant category.
A multivariate searchlight analysis revealed that the atten-
tional bias at 180 –210 ms was localized to the lateral occipitotem-
poral cortex (Fig. 3), particularly in the right hemisphere. This
finding provides support for the interpretation that our findings
reflect attentional biases of visual category processing rather
than, for example, effects related to decision-making or verbal-
ization. The right lateral occipitotemporal cortex was also the key
region implicated in category-based attentional selection in pre-
vious fMRI studies (Peelen et al., 2009; Peelen and Kastner, 2011;
Seidl et al., 2012; Soon et al., 2013). The current MEG results
complement these findings by providing a first temporal charac-
terization of attentional selection in natural scenes, showing that
categorical attentional set rapidly biases within-scene object pro-
cessing in lateral occipitotemporal cortex.
The current experiment investigated category-based atten-
tional selection in a large and diverse set of natural scenes. Con-
sidering the variability in appearance of the objects across scenes
and the large degree and variable nature of scene clutter, it is
highly unlikely that our results reflect attentional modulation of
low-level feature processing, such as line orientation or color, as
investigated previously with EEG (Luck and Hillyard, 1994;
Zhang and Luck, 2009). Instead, we interpret results as reflecting
attentional biases at higher levels of the visual processing hierar-
chy, with attention directed to mid- or high-level features that are
diagnostic of the presence of a category in variable and cluttered
scenes (Ullman et al., 2002; Evans and Treisman, 2005; Delorme
et al., 2010; Reeder and Peelen, 2013; Hickey et al., 2015). On this
account, attentional templates would be implemented at higher
Figure 3. Cross-decoding searchlight. A, For each of the three time clusters, we performed a searchlight analysis in sensor space, decoding object category separately for targets (cars in the car
task vs people in the people task) and distracters (cars in the people task vs people in the car task). Searchlight neighborhoods were defined as symmetric sensor neighborhoods of 10 sensors in each
hemisphere. Each pair of symmetric neighborhoods was concatenated to form a 20-sensor neighborhood. For each of these joint neighborhoods, we then computed LDA classification accuracies.
Results are plotted on the right hemisphere but represent both hemispheres in a mirror-symmetric way. B, Two top rows represent the decoding topographies for targets and distracters for the three
time clusters. Bottom row represents statistical maps of the difference between targets and distracters. A significant target-distracter difference was observed in the first time window over
occipitotemporal cortex. Black cross represents the sensor location exhibiting the greatest difference. Z scores 2.13 correspond to statistically significant results ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons, and Bonferroni-corrected for the three time clusters). C, Cross-decoding searchlight with nonmirrored neighborhoods. A significant target-distracter difference was observed in the first
time window, and in sensor locations over right occipitotemporal cortex. Black cross represents the sensor location exhibiting the greatest difference. Z scores 2.13 correspond to statistically
significant results ( p  0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons, and Bonferroni-corrected for the three time clusters).
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levels of the visual hierarchy and thus expected to bias visual
processing only once scene processing reaches these stages of the
visual processing hierarchy. The earliest decoding of the category
of attended objects observed here (160 ms) matches the latency
found for the categorization of isolated images of people versus
objects when low-level stimulus differences are controlled for
(Stekelenburg and de Gelder, 2004; Thierry et al., 2006; Kaiser et
al., 2016). Accordingly, in the current study, attention effects
emerged as soon as object category could be extracted from the
scenes (Fig. 2), highlighting the efficiency of category-based at-
tentional selection in naturalistic environments.
Natural scenes not only add undesired complexity and clutter,
but scene structure can also facilitate object detection and iden-
tification. Previous studies have shown that objects that are
placed congruently within a scene are processed more efficiently
than objects that are placed incongruently (Biederman, 1972; Bar
and Ullman, 1996; Neider and Zelinsky, 2006). Electrophysiolog-
ical studies have demonstrated that such scene-object consisten-
cies impact waveforms from 300 ms after stimulus onset
(Mudrik et al., 2010; Vo˜ and Wolfe, 2013). These comparably late
effects likely reflect differences in semantic processing rather than
attentional selection (in these studies, the location of the target
was cued before scene onset). But scene structure may also facil-
itate efficient attentional selection: scene context guides attention
toward likely target locations (Torralba et al., 2006) and con-
strains the possible appearance of target objects at different loca-
tions in the scene (e.g., as a function of depth; Wolfe et al., 2011).
Furthermore, efficient scene parsing is supported by the regular
arrangement of objects, such that objects are grouped based on
typical spatial dependencies among them, leading to more effi-
cient visual search (Kaiser et al., 2014). Further research is needed
to directly relate these processes to rapid category detection and
to the early categorical attentional modulation reported here.
Previous EEG studies have measured the time course of target
detection in natural scenes by measuring evoked potentials to the
presence versus absence of targets (Thorpe et al., 1996; VanRullen
and Thorpe, 2001; Johnson and Olshausen, 2003, 2005; Delorme
et al., 2004; Codispoti et al., 2006). These studies differed from
the current study in several ways. Most importantly, the aim of
these studies was to measure the earliest time point at which the
brain signaled the presence of a target scene, to provide evidence
for fast feedforward processing of natural scenes (Thorpe et al.,
1996; VanRullen and Thorpe, 2001). This differs from the aim of
the current study, which was to track category-level representa-
tions of both targets and distracters, to compare the time courses
of these representations as an index of attentional modulation. It
should also be noted that the scenes and tasks used in these pre-
vious studies may not have required selective attention to the
same degree: target objects were large foreground objects, reduc-
ing the need for early attentional selection (Desimone and Dun-
can, 1995; Lavie, 1995; Luck et al., 2000; Zhang and Luck, 2009);
previous findings suggest that top-down attentional modulation
may arise later in the absence of attentional competition (Zhang
and Luck, 2009; Bansal et al., 2014). Furthermore, participants in
these studies performed superordinate categorization tasks
(detecting animals or vehicles), for which attentional templates
may be less effective (Delorme et al., 2004; Vickery et al., 2005;
Schmidt and Zelinsky, 2009). Importantly, while previous find-
ings of target-selective evoked potentials are consistent with the
current findings of early attentional modulation, they would be
equally consistent with the absence of such a target-distracter
difference at this latency. Indeed, target-selective EEG activity in
previous studies has been attributed to decision-related process-
ing occurring after visual processing is completed (Thorpe et al.,
1996; Johnson and Olshausen, 2005) as well as to target-related
processing in occipitotemporal cortex (VanRullen and Thorpe,
2001; Delorme et al., 2004; Codispoti et al., 2006). By comparing
target and distracter representations using a cross-decoding ap-
proach that eliminates the influence of task-related decision pro-
cesses, the present study provides the first evidence for early
attentional modulation during naturalistic visual search.
The current results fit well within the biased competition
model of attention (Desimone and Duncan, 1995), in which top-
down attention biases competitive interactions between stimuli
in favor of currently relevant stimuli. An important aspect of the
biased competition model is the concept of attentional templates:
internal descriptions of task-relevant information (Duncan and
Humphreys, 1989). Attentional templates are activated before
visual processing, biasing the processing of incoming visual in-
formation (Chelazzi et al., 1993). Importantly, attentional tem-
plates are not restricted to one type of visual property, such as a
target’s location or its low-level features, but may equally include
properties encoded at higher stages of the visual processing
hierarchy when these properties best distinguish targets from
nontargets. For example, a previous fMRI study investigating
category-based attention in natural scenes revealed that prepara-
tory activity patterns in high-level visual cortex carried informa-
tion about the category of the top-down attentional template
(Peelen et al., 2011). This template subsequently biased the pro-
cessing of the scene in favor of the attended category, thereby
facilitating detection performance (Peelen et al., 2011; Soon et al.,
2013), a finding that was confirmed with TMS (Reeder et al.,
2015). The current results suggest that these category-based at-
tentional templates mediate efficient selection in complex natural
scenes already at the level of early category-selective responses.
Together, our findings provide novel insights into the tempo-
ral dynamics and neural mechanisms of object detection in pho-
tographs of everyday scenes. Our results show a strong influence
of top-down attention on the category-level representation of
objects in cluttered scenes. More generally, the current findings
demonstrate how MEG can be used to track and localize, in real
time, the neural representation of objects during naturalistic
vision.
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